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Chapter 2

The First Shepherdsons in
British East India
(1766-1818)

T
The EIC Ensigns from 1707 to 1800s.

he first Shepherdsons who planted the family seeds in British
Malaya or specifically, Malaysia and Singapore, were Captains
Robert and Matthew Shepherdson.

Robert and Matthew Shepherdson were brothers and were born in
Ramsgate, in the district of Thanet, Kent, England. Robert was born
in 1766 while Matthew, three years his junior, was born in 1769.1
The history of the Shepherdson brothers is closely linked with the trade
of the British East India Company (EIC) in the Far East in the late
1700s to the early 1800s. During this period in history, the EIC had
already been trading in the East Indies (India and South East Asia
region) for close to 200 years, having been established in 1600 AD
under the royal charter of Queen Elizabeth I.2

Previous page:
British East
India Map in
the early 1800s.

With the original purpose of spice trading, the EIC went on to become
the most commercial enterprise of its day, establishing a strong
territorial and trade presence in India and seeking to do anything,
including wage wars, to protect its profitable trade interests, especially
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with China. Those who had dealings with the company made a fortune
by venturing into the East to trade.

Why the East?
What could have motivated the brothers to venture into the East?
The attraction of making a fortune would certainly have been one of
the reasons since the East India Company was enjoying a monopoly
of the trade in the East during that time.
The fact that the English brothers lived in Ramsgate, a harbour town,
which sheltered and provided services to EIC ships on their way to
the East, meant that they probably grew up hearing tales of men
striking it rich abroad. More importantly, the brothers came from a
family of mariners whose livelihood depended on the sea and who
thrived on sea adventure. Their father, Matthew Shepherdson, who
was born in 1735, was also a successful mariner.3 As mentioned in
the previous chapter, Robert and Matthew came from a wealthy
family of mariners that extends to their grandfather, William
Shepherdson, born in 1690.
The Shepherdson brothers probably acquired their marine expertise and
seafaring skills from their father. It is also possible that they could have
been ex-naval officers like so many of the “country captains” of the
time”.4 During those days, the British East India Company offered a
career, which was very much sought after and preferred in many cases
to a career with the Royal Navy as it offered better opportunities for
making a fortune.5 Being a trader in the EIC regional country trade
was believed to be even more lucrative.
Whatever the reasons that prompted the Shepherdsons to sail to the
East, their endeavour was no easy feat given the primitive mode of
transportation available at that time, when the steam ship had not yet
been invented. The primary means of transport was the sail ship, which
depended on the direction of the winds to reach its destination.

Making the Journey to the Far East
There are two possibilities as to the place Robert and Matthew could
have sailed from. One possibility is that they sailed northward from
Ramsgate in Kent to the Port of London, which extended from London
Bridge to Deptford. The British East India ships – called East Indiamen
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– had their moorings at the stretch opposite
Deptford. The voyage to the Far East began
from here6 and most passengers would board
at Gravestone.
The other likely possibility is that they set
forth from Deal, in their home district of
Thanet. 7 It is documented that passengers
would board from Deal, with the objective of
shortening their voyage.

An example of an East Indiaman Ship.

The vessels that they sailed in probably ranged
between 600 and 800 tonnes in size. 8
However, at this time of writing, we have not
yet been able to establish which vessels they
were on. It is also not known if the brothers made the journey together.
The typical duration of the sea voyage from England to India was about
six months.9 To make that voyage, sailing dates had to be arranged
such that the East Indiamen could make use of the South-West monsoon
winds up the coast towards India and the North-East monsoon winds
for the return.10 Ships had to sail towards Africa, around the Cape of
Good Hope and then towards India.
Living conditions on board a vessel at sea were not ideal especially
during long voyages. This affected the health of those on board. There
was a serious lack of ventilation in a standard British vessel. Except
for the upper deck, all the other decks were enclosed. The seamen often
lived in overcrowded decks, which also held the ship’s stores.
The standard diet consisted of salt beef or pork, oatmeal, biscuits, beer,
and occasionally, cheese and butter.11
Another health hazard that the Shepherdson brothers faced was the
possibility of contracting scurvy, an occupational disease of seamen
during those times caused by a deficiency of vitamin C. Scurvy would
result in the bleeding of the gums and reopening of old wounds. Typhus
(also called gaol fever) was also a dreaded sickness resulting from
impure air, bad smells, and confined spaces and poor hygiene. Other
diseases included consumption, rheumatism and dysentery.12
Sailing to the East Indies from London meant that the vessel the
Shepherdsons were on had to go through the cyclone belt in the area
of Mauritius and Madagascar and the hurricane belt of the Bay of
Bengal.13
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Here is an eyewitness description of life at sea in bad weather:
“During such furious storms the spray of the sea raised by the violence
of the wind, is dispersed over the whole ship; so that people breathe
as it were in water for many weeks together. The tumultuous waves
incessantly breaking upon the decks, and wetting those who are upon
duty as if they had been drenched in the sea, are also continually
sending down great quantities of water below; which makes it the most
uncomfortable wet lodging imaginable; and from the labouring of the
ship, it generally leaks down in many places, directly upon their
beds.”14
It is estimated that one or both of the brothers arrived in the Far East
in the 1790s and that both were actively involved in the EIC trade. The
earliest documented presence of the Shepherdsons was in 1795 when
Robert Shepherdson was listed as the Commander of the Ship Venus
residing in Bombay.15

Shepherdsons – Free Mariners in the Bombay
Country Trade
The Shepherdsons’ involvement with the EIC did not mean that they
worked as employees of the company. Instead they were ship captains
licensed by the company to trade in what was known as the “Bombay
Country Trade”.
Unfortunately, while records on ship captains in the employment of the
EIC in the 18th to 19th century were well documented, we were unable
to locate detailed and complete ship logs for country ship captains.
Much of what we know about the early Shepherdsons in the Far East
and their involvement in the country trade comes from research done
by historian, Anne Bulley, who wrote several books about the Bombay
Country Trade.
Both Robert and Matthew were “Free Mariners”. “Free Mariner” is
synonymous with “free merchant”, “free trader” or “country trader”
as described by various historians.16 In short, they were freelance
traders who could be hired to work on board any ship.
Free Mariners provided an important sea arm for the EIC. As such,
they were indispensable to the company, which had limited resources
and ships at its disposal.
Understanding the role of the “Free Mariners”, a term often used by
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historian, Anne Bulley, would not be complete without first
understanding the nature of the East India Trade in the Far East.
During that time, the EIC enjoyed a booming trade with China
importing tea to England. However, there was a trade imbalance as the
Chinese were not interested in English exports. The company had to
rely on trade in the region or the country trade to finance their
purchases. The country ships and owners who operated under license
from the company facilitated this. These country ships were built,
owned, manned and insured in India.
The people who operated these ships were Free Mariners like Robert
and Matthew. They traded along the India and Malay coasts to Sumatra,
the Eastern islands and to China, and later to Botany, to the Persian
Gulf, the Red Sea, and sometimes to the east coast of East Africa.17
Each ship was officered by about four Europeans with a crew consisting
of mainly Parsees (who were actually Persians who fled to India in
the 7th to 8th centuries).
The country trade fuelled the export of goods such as cotton and opium
from India to EIC’s trading posts in China. As a result, the EIC
established numerous trading posts along the east and west coasts of
India, around which several English communities developed. The most
significant of these were the three presidency towns of Calcutta,
Bombay, and Madras.
Those involved in the trade such as the owners and captains of these
ships paid the proceeds of the sale of their goods to EIC’s Treasury in
Canton and in exchange, they received treasury bills in London, which
could be claimed 365 days later with benefits. In this manner, these
country traders loaned their money to the EIC with interest. Nevertheless,
for the captains of these trips, it was a legal means of transferring their
wealth to England – and others were able to finance their trade.18

What Did the Shepherdsons Have in Common
with Captain Francis Light?
Captain Francis Light was the founder of the Prince of Wales Island,
what is today known as Penang. Commander Light founded Penang
in 1786, a few years before the Shepherdsons came to the Far East.
Like the Shepherdsons, Light was a country trader (in 1771), trading
between India and Malaya.19 He sold opium for 800 Spanish dollars a
chest.20
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The Role of a Free Mariner
So what did it take to become a free merchant or country trader and
get a license from the EIC?
An officer who wanted to go to the East Indies as a Free Mariner had
to sign indentures and swear that he had been in service at sea for at
least three years. An application indenture would look something like
the following:
I _______ presented for the appointment of Free Mariner by
__________ do make oath and swear that I have used the sea, and
actually performed duty as a seaman, and _______ for the term of
______ years in the following line of service ________________ and
further I make oath and swear that it is my intention to follow the
profession of a seaman upon my arrival in India.21
In addition, as Anne Bulley puts it: “A mariner who engaged in the
country trade not only had to be a first class seaman but also have a
working understanding of the ‘Oriental’ scene.”22
Free Mariners formed an accepted stratum of society in British India.
In fact, the career of a Free Mariner in India was much sought after
and often financially rewarding. Free Mariners were well paid and
often, a captain had part shares in the country ship he commanded.
These ships were usually registered and built in Bombay and were
owned by Indian shipbuilders.
However, the country traders’ voyages in the region were fraught with
danger and risks. There was peril from illnesses, native pirates and
privateers. During the time at which the Shepherdsons were involved in
the country trade, Britain was at war with the French. Hence, there was
the threat of being attacked by hostile French Frigates; the French seized
every opportunity to enrich themselves at their enemy’s expense.23
There was also the very real danger of shipwreck heightened by the
imperfect navigational methods of that time. It was not unusual for a
ship to sail off course by 100 miles and to run into coral reefs or rocks.
One recorded case relates to the ship Doddington, which struck a rock
off the Bird Islands in Algoa Bay and went to pieces within 20 minutes,
with heavy loss of life.24
Even if one survived a wreck, the danger was not over.
Castaways were sometimes murdered by the local natives. Take the case
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of the ship, Grosvenor, wrecked somewhere near the Cape in 1782.
The Grosvenor was a popular ship, full of passengers from Calcutta
and Madras, including important officials. Of the 135 persons who
survived the wreck and reached the shore, only four survived. The
native people killed the rest.25
In fact, during 1750 and 1800, more than 160 of the British East India
Company ships went missing or were lost by wreck, fire or capture.26
The same kind of casualties also afflicted the country ships, often
making their owners bankrupt or causing them to incur heavy financial
losses.
Often the country ships had to carry guns as a defence against pirates
and the French enemy. However, arming a ship meant less space for
stowage of cargo.
Captain H. M. Elmore, one of the Shepherdsons’ compatriots at that
time recommended that for a voyage to the East, it was ideal to sail in
a 400-ton ship which carried 18 to 20 guns. He also gave this advice
against pirates:
“The ship, in addition to the necessary ammunition for her guns,
musquets, and pistols, should have a box containing fifty hand
granadoes in each top; together with an arm chest, containing musquets
and ball cartridge: that if boarded by the Malays, or pirate Lanoons,
and driven from the deck, your crew may be able, from the tops, to
drive them off with their granadoes and musquets: the officers and
people at the batteries below will prevent the enemy from getting
possession of the inside of the ship.”27
The above paragraph illustrates the real dangers of being attacked by
pirates. It is reasonable to surmise that the Shepherdsons had to be on
their guard against such dangers. Interestingly, the European ships were
subjected to fewer attacks than the local ones because they were known
to be well-armed. Therefore, the Indian native ship builders concluded
that to sail the seas unmolested, they had to build their ships to look more
European in design. Hence, the country ships such as those sailed by
the Shepherdsons looked European although they were built in the east.

Captain Robert Shepherdson and His Voyages
Captain Robert settled down in Bombay (known as Mumbai today),
in the mid-1790s where he worked as a Free Mariner. During his 10year stint in Bombay, Robert was captain of several country ships.28
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From 1795 to about 1798, he commanded the ship Union Snow.
Robert’s first mate was an Englishman named Henry Cramer.
In 1798, Robert took command of the ship Venus, with James Dalloass
and Joseph De Silver as his first and second mates respectively.29
Where did Captain Robert sail to trade?
We know from Anne Bulley’s accounts that one of his trading
expeditions took him to the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea, an important
business region for the EIC.
It is probable that Robert had been involved in the coffee trade centred
around the Arab port of Mocha and in the trading of sugar, copper and
scarlet cloth from Basra30 in Iraq.
An interesting episode is recorded in Anne Bulley’s book “The Bombay
Country Ships 1790 – 1833”, with regard to one of the ships named
MuradBux. This 340-ton vessel that Robert captained from 1800 went
aground two or three times on the rocks on 24 June 1802. Cartel Mayon
Mopla, her owner, had wanted her to be repaired but a person named
Mr. Lawrence, an Agent for transport, decided that the ship was beyond
repair.31 This incident demonstrates the dangers of shallow harbours
and coral reefs in the Persian Gulf during Captain Robert’s time.
The last documented ship which Robert captained before his death was
the 300-ton country ship Faz Soobhany, owned by Maneckjee
Nowrojee,32 a master shipbuilder. During the time Robert was captain,
the Faz Soobhany sailed to Canton,33 presumably to carry raw cotton to
China, which was the chief business of the Bombay ships at that time.
Such ships also exported pepper, sandalwood, ivory, sharks’ fins and
precious stones.34 On their return to India, they brought tea, chinaware,
silks, satins, velvets, camphor and nankeen. The last item, nankeen,
which is a type of cotton cloth of a pale yellow colour, is particularly
interesting as Robert had some of these in his possession upon his death.
The nankeen was worth 26 rupees and it provides clear evidence that
Robert was directly involved in the China trade.
Other than the ships that he commanded, little is known about Robert
Shepherdson. We know that he resided in Bombay as his name was
recorded in a list of “Europeans inhabitants with ships belonging to
Bombay” in the Bombay Almanac of 1803.35
Like many of his compatriots, Robert probably “made the most of life
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in India, dressing in cool and comfortable
Indian garments, enjoying Indian pastimes
and absorbing local words in their dialect”.36
According to researcher Northcote Parkinson,
there were about 31,000 British-born men and
women living in India by the year 1805.37 Of
these, 22,000 were soldiers, and 2,000 civil
servants – seamen forming the bulk of the
remainder. The author wrote that there were
not many white women.
Layout of the Bombay Dockyard before 1803.

About the time that Robert is thought to have
been in Bombay, there were an estimated 575
ships in the country trade with a total tonnage of 175,407, an indication
of the thriving trade the EIC enjoyed. Specifically, 29 large ships were
trading from Bombay, with 19 of them measuring over 600 tons.38
About 45 people made up the mercantile community in Bombay,
comprising owners, underwriters and merchants. Of these, it is
documented that less than “twenty were white men, and of these two
or three were Spanish or Portuguese. The rest were natives; and it is
worthy of remark that there were said to be Parsee partners in the
European firms who had, in fact, provided the bulk of the capital.”39
We know that there were “only six shipbuilders, all Parsees and all,
very probably, members of the Lowjee clan. There were a number of
individual underwriters, but the bulk of the shipping was insured by a
single office, the Bombay Insurance Society.”40

Robert Shepherdson in Malacca
Captain Robert’s trade activities took him to various parts of the region.
From his Will written on 3 May 1802,41 we know that he had a son
named John Shepherdson in Malacca, who was born in 1800.42 This
suggests that Robert was in Malacca before this period and even
possibly had a residence there.
During this period, Malacca had just become a British trading post. It
was ceded to the British in 1795.43 The French Revolution in Europe
led directly to the British occupation of Malacca. In fact, the French
revolutionary army had overrun the Netherlands, and hence, the Dutch
naval bases in the Far East such as Malacca were due to come under
French control.
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To forestall French use of the bases, Britain and the Dutch governmentin-exile agreed that the British would take over Dutch possessions
during the war and hand them back when the war was over. It was in
British interests to do this as the French were also hostile to the British
and the Dutch had been their trade competitors.
It was during this British occupation period that private trade between
India, the Archipelago and China prospered.44 It is also documented
that there was a small group of Europeans, such as merchants and
traders, who stayed in Malacca in order to manage their trade and
business in Asia.45
Robert’s presence in Malacca can best be explained by the fact that
Malacca was en-route to China. It is specifically documented that in
the outward voyage from Bombay to China that the ships added to their
cargo by purchases in the Straits of Malacca.46
No information has been obtained as to who Robert’s wife was. But it
is likely that he met her in Malacca and that she could have been a
Portuguese or Dutch Eurasian (also known as Burghers, who were
Dutch descendants). As mentioned earlier, we know there was a small
number of Europeans in Malacca, including Dutch administrators.
According to one historian, Nordin Hussin, “they were inclined to
marry from among the people within their ethnic group… although
many marriages were performed between the Burghers families in
Melaka sharing the same religion and customs, there were also
marriages between the Burgers or Europeans with the Portuguese
Eurasians who were Catholic”.47 If this statement is true, then it would
explain why the Shepherdsons in Singapore and Malaysia today are
largely Catholics. Robert Shepherdson was a member of the Church
of England but his descendants were baptised and married in Catholic
churches.48

A view of what Malacca looked
like in the late 1700s.

Robert died between 1803 and March of 1804 at the young age of 35.
The cause of his death is unknown. Neither do we know where Robert
died. He could have died in Malacca.
Robert left behind personal effects worth 15,000 rupees, the equivalent
of 1,500 pound sterling.49 His brother, Matthew Shepherdson, inherited
9,000 rupees while his son, John, was left 5,000 rupees.
The executors of his Will were Captain Matthew Shepherdson, John
Clement and Charles Donne. Both Clement and Donne were also
country traders.
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A detailed analysis of Robert’s Will inventory50 reveals that Robert
could have been in partnership with a Parsee named Hormarjee
Bowmanjee, from whom he received a payment of 8,249 rupees,
presumably for services he had rendered. Bowmanjee built and owned
several ships that operated in the country trade. It seems that he is
related to the famous Lowjee clan that consisted of master
shipbuilders.51 One of them, Maneckjee Nowrojee, owned the ship
Faz Soobhany.

Captain Matthew Shepherdson and the Free
Mariner Community
Hormarjee Bowmanjee, a Parsee who
could have been in partnership with
Captain Robert.

Captain Matthew, the younger brother of Robert, was also a Free
Mariner who captained his own ships.
Anne Bulley’s list of Country Ship Captains names a few Shepherdsons
(albeit with variations in spelling) who were captains of ships between
1790 and 1806. Besides the Faz Soobany, which we were able to
confirm that Robert had commanded in 1803, three other ships
captained by Shepherdsons are listed:
• Diamond - 1802-1806
• Endeavour (Angelica 2) - 1805
• Hornby - 179152
Since Robert died in 1803, we were able to conclude that Matthew was
the captain of the Diamond and Endeavour.

Captain Matthew Shepherdson and his
Business Associates
The Diamond, which Matthew commanded between 1802 and 1806,
was a 450-ton vessel that made voyages to both China and the Persian
Gulf. Information pertaining to this ship unveiled very interesting
insights into the life of Matthew Shepherdson and his business contacts.
From historical records, we know of two key business contacts of
Captain Matthew.53
One of them was Diamond’s owner. It is documented that between 1804
and 1806, Diamond’s owner was Samuel Manesty, who was the Acting
Resident in charge of affairs in the Persian Gulf. Manesty worked for
the EIC as well as indulged in his own private interests.
The other was a free merchant named Captain James Tate. Captain Tate
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An extract of the Captain
Robert’s Will dated 1804.

An extract of the inventory of Captain Robert’s Will dated 1804.
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used Manesty as his private agent and was also
evidently well acquainted with Matthew. We know this
to be true as his name was mentioned as an executor
in Matthew’s Will.
The historical documentation available on both
Manesty and Tate casts further light on how closely
the two Shepherdson brothers were associated with
each other in the country trade, and their business
relationships in the mercantile community.
Interestingly, both Manesty and Tate were once owners
of the ship Faz Soobhany, although at different times.
Manesty had purchased the vessel to carry despatches
An example of what a brig looked like. It is a two-masted sailing
with the news of famine in England to Bombay, while
ship. It was the most common merchant ship in the 1800s.
Tate owned the vessel in 1795 where he carried the
EIC’s coffee consignments from Mocha. As mentioned
earlier, the fact that Robert Shepherdson was captain of the Faz
Soobhany in 1803 suggests that Robert knew both Manesty and Tate.
This may not be surprising given the small community of Free Mariners
then. Nevertheless, it provides another piece of evidence that the
Shepherdsons were closely linked to each other in the country trade,
taking on whatever assignments they could get from the EIC. It is even
possible that they had shares in the ventures.
Matthew’s direct association with Manesty and Tate demonstrates his
business connections. James Tate had owned a string of ships which
included the Britania, Betsy Snow, Surat Castle, Hussar, Neptune,
Mentor, Eliza, Fez Alum and Faz Soobhany. Matthew might have been
involved in several ventures with Tate.54
However, what is written about both Manesty and Tate as documented
by Anne Bulley seems to imply that these business contacts of Matthew
were questionable characters.
We know that Manesty and Tate were not on good terms and
distrusted each other. In 1794, Tate was unhappy with the government,
as he wanted increased payment for carrying a Government packet
to Bussora (Basra). Tate wrote, “as my private agent acting for the
Hussar… Although I cannot approve Mr Manesty’s conduct (while
acting in a double and delicate capacity) in accepting so small a sum
of Rs 10,000 for the sole use of a valuable ship for several months
yet I must appeal to the justice and liberality of Government for
further compensation.” 55
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Tate’s comments about Manesty’s conduct can also be further
substantiated by the fact that Manesty was suspended for two years
because he “showed a fine disregard for his Bombay masters.”56
While Tate found fault with Manesty’s corrupt intentions, he can hardly
have claimed to be faultless himself. In spite of benefiting significantly
from the country trade with the many ships he operated, he was also
susceptible to the risks his business ventures were exposed to.
In 1799, James Tate went bankrupt after a string of bad luck and
misfortune befell his ships. One of his ships, Neptune, was wrecked
off the Maratta shore in 1794 while the French captured another,
Helsinger. As if this were not bad enough, Tate got into trouble over a
third ship, Active, at Colombo over the “deficiency in its pepper
goods”.57
In desperation as a result of the failure of his business venture, Tate
took large sums of money from his Company Treasury to pay his debts.
He was at the time in partnership with an Englishman named David
Scott. Scott wrote that he was upset with this “most imprudent and
improper act” and that Tate had been “purchasing ships and carrying
on trade with my money”. Tate had also “robbed… all his friends, the
widow, and all mankind he could reach. Amongst others your best
friend of £25,000”. 58 As a result of this, 51 individuals and partnerships
sued Tate in January 1800,59 and he found himself in disgrace.
The fact that Matthew named Tate as one of his two executors in his
Will, which was executed on 26 June 1807,60 implies either that
Matthew did not know about the misdeeds of Tate, or that his friendship
with Tate transcended all the latter’s misdeeds.
Although Tate was still in dire straits by the time Matthew died, it does
not appear that he took advantage of Matthew’s situation. In fact, he
withdrew as an executor of Matthew’s Will shortly after Matthew died,
in 1807.
James Tait61 (sic) mariner the other executor in the said will named
having by his petition under his hand filed and recorded in our said
court renounced and given up his executorship and all right thereof
given and reserved to him in and by the said will until and in favor of
the said Thomas Halyburton as other executor in the said will named
as by the said petition and the order of our said court thereupon made
and dated the sixth day of July 1810 62
Whatever the reasons that prompted Tate to give his executorship, it
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seems that Tate had by then gone into hiding, presumably to escape
his plaintiffs.
Interestingly, Tate seems to have gotten away with dubious dealings.
As Anne Bulley documented, “A James Tate, living in private domain
at Paliporte near Chochin in 1810 was described as an opulent English
merchant, formerly of Bombay. He obtained a grant of ground to a
considerable extent from the Rajah of Chochin… his bungalow on
the margin of the backwater, is delightfully situated and with long
ranges of go-downs for merchandise has a most conspicuous
appearance”.

Destination: Penang (Also known as Prince of
Wales Island)
From Captain Matthew’s Will, we have clear evidence that he had a
residence in Penang, then named Prince of Wales Island, which was
founded in 1786 by fellow Englishman, Francis Light. We estimate that
he arrived about 10 to 15 years after the island was founded as he
already had a home in Penang when he wrote his Will in 1806. It is
unknown whether Robert, his brother, was also in Penang at the time.63
At the time of Matthew’s arrival, Prince of Wales Island was governed
by Sir George Leith (Lieutenant Governor, 1799 – 1804), the second
successor after Capt. Francis Light. Sir Stamford Raffles had also just
embarked on his career and was posted to Penang as a clerk.
It is worth noting that during the time of his arrival, Penang was
relatively undeveloped with a large part of the tropical island still jungle
or swamp.
Although Francis Light founded Penang in 1786, it was only in 1791
that the Sultan of Kedah, for an annual payment of 6,000 Spanish dollars,
ceded the island to the British. This happened after the Sultan’s failed
bid to retake the island. The Sultan’s motive was anger at the betrayal
of the British, who had broken their word to help him to oppose his
Siamese enemies. Light’s successors increased this payment to 10,000
Spanish dollars in exchange for the acquisition of a new territory,
Province Wellesley, named after the then Governor General in India. The
rationale was to strengthen the security of the island and protect its
shipping industry from pirate attacks and possible invasions.
From a regional perspective, there was also a more important strategic
motive for founding Penang. The British East India Company had
47
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enjoyed a booming tea trade with China, in
which the Shepherdson brothers were engaged.
The EIC wanted to use Penang as a strategic
port to protect the China-bound East Indiamen
ships64 and its lucrative country trade.
Such was the backdrop that greeted Matthew’s
arrival in Penang. By then, the island was
making steady progress in trade as a free port.

Life in Penang

The British flag was raised in Penang on 11 August 1786.

In the early 1790s, shortly after its founding, it was recorded that the
population of Penang was 10,000, of which 7,000 were the “company
servants and their followers, 1,000 and strangers belonging to ships and
prows, 1,500 – 2,000. Besides this there were said to be 1,500
Malays”.65
By the early 1800s, there was already a cosmopolitan population of
about 30,000 inhabitants66 consisting of Chinese, Malays, Malabarees,
Bengalees, Armenians, Arabs, Parsees, Javanese, Acheenese, Buginese,
Siamese, and Burmese. Sir George Leith commented: “There is not,
probably, any part of the world, where, in so small a space, so many
different people are assembled together, or so great a variety, of
languages spoken”.67
In addition to these local inhabitants, there was also a small community
of Portuguese Eurasians68 (also called Seranis by the local Malays)
living on the island, brought in from Kedah by Francis Light to assist
in the administration and development of Penang.
These Portuguese Roman Catholics had originally migrated to
Kedah from Malacca following the persecution of Catholics by the
Dutch from 1641 to 1795 after the latter conquered it. Those
familiar with Malaccan history will recall that the Portuguese
conquered Malacca in 1511. Light gave the Portuguese Eurasians a
piece of land bounded today by Pitt Street, Bishop Street, China
Street and Church Street.69

Matthew’s Family and his Social Life in Penang
Little is known about Captain Matthew’s family. At this time of writing,
we do not know his wife’s name. Matthew could have married a
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Portuguese Eurasian, just as Francis Light did.70 If he was already
married before coming to the Far East, we do not think that his wife
came along with him. Very few white women came to the region then,
as the journey was long and dangerous. But then again, Matthew was
a Captain and he would have had the liberty to bring anybody on board
his ship!
If he was still single prior to his journey to the Far East, it is improbable
that Matthew would have married an indigenous Malay.
According to Thornton, a historian, the British at that time followed a
code of behaviour, especially in public, which required them to show
civility in front of the natives, whom they considered backward. In
private, they might have had a “live in” woman.
They “did not show their fears, never showed their anger, and did not
simply joke around”.71 In short, they hid their personalities in front of
the natives. They considered themselves one class above the locals –
an attitude that would be considered snobbish today. Eric Lawlor best
sums up this arrogant attitude: “The British had not come to Malaya
to assimilate, I say, they were here to dominate.”72
Since there is a strong possibility that Matthew’s wife was “Serani”, it
is worth elaborating on the Portuguese-Malacca Eurasians in Penang
mentioned earlier.
Towards the end of the 18th century, it is documented that there were
80 Catholic Portuguese Eurasians in Kedah in 1782, who subsequently
settled down in Penang.73 We know that following the founding of
Penang and Francis Light’s land policy to attract settlers, a large number
of Portuguese Eurasians, especially traders, came to Penang in search
of a better life. They had hardly
received any formal education in
Malacca during 150 years of
Dutch rule. They spoke mainly
Portuguese, Malay and some
Siamese. As Portuguese trade was
one of the sources of revenue, they
were
employed
in
the
Accountant’s office and other
departments in clerical positions.

A view of what Penang looked like in the early 1800s.

It should also be pointed out that
in the early days of Penang,
these Eurasians were useful as
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court interpreters, suggesting that many had learnt the English
language.74
More significantly, Penang was made a presidency under the British
Bengal Administration in 1805. The English system of law was soon
introduced and English became the official language of the courts and
government offices. Many Eurasians therefore learnt to speak and write
English as the colonial administration at that time provided an attractive
source of employment.
Captain Matthew’s son was also named Matthew. In addition, he had
three daughters, Jane, Eliza and Ann – the oldest of whom was Jane.
Both Matthew and Jane were born in Penang as specifically stated in
Matthew’s Will. Matthew’s mother, referred to as “Mrs. Bill” in his
Will, apparently stayed in Penang too, suggesting the possibility that
she had joined her sons in the Far East from Ramsgate, England.75
We currently have no records of Matthew’s specific address but the
history of British Penang suggests that Matthew could have lived along
the North Beach to the West of Fort Cornwallis.76
However, Captain Matthew owned a strategic piece of land near the
fort that was acquired by the government under Sir George Leith for
1,600 Spanish Dollars in 1801.77 The administration had acquired his
land along with five others in order to strengthen the fortifications.
There was concern that the fort was susceptible to being fired upon
by French ships from the sea front. In a report, Leith noted that the
existing fort “which having been extremely ill built originally, is now
falling to pieces… the Fort is not only incapable of defence, from its
size and construction, but from its situation: two or three 74 gun ships
could anchor within pistol shot and from their tops drive away men
from their guns”.78
The land acquisition cost the administration 40,885 Spanish dollars and
he suggested that the fortification project “should be given without delay
as the value of land is increasing every day”.79 His administration had
lamented that land grants in the early days of the possession of Penang
were “bestowed in a manner that would now be thought inconsiderate”.
The reconstruction of Fort Cornwallis was only completed three years
later by Leith’s successor, T Farquhar at a cost of $80,000.80
With regard to social life and events, dinner parties, if there were any,
were lavish affairs. The following describes what went on at a typical
dinner feast. “Sherry and bitters to whet the appetite. Fancy bread and
mulligatawny soup. Fish and wine. A main course of joints of sweet
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A picture of Fort Cornwallis in 1804.

Bengal mutton, Chinese capons,
Kedah fowls, Singgora ducks,
Yorkshire ham, Java potatoes and
Malay Ubis washed down by large
quantities of red wine and followed
by a short course of rice, curry, and
a large variety of sambals like
Bombay duck, Campar roes, salted
turtle eggs and omelettes, and of
course more wine. For dessert,
macaroni puddings, shapes, custards
and free flowing champagne,
followed by enormous cheese and liberal helpings of pale ale. And to
round the meal off, sweet wine, and a selection of the finest tropical
fruit like mango, mangosteen, papaya, and pomello before the party
retires to the drawing room for tea or coffee and a few after dinner
drinks of brandy and water.”81

Plan of Fort Cornwallis and the surrounding town. Captain
Matthew could have owned a strategic piece of land here.
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In fact, the early European residents in Penang had a great capacity
for eating and drinking. This overindulgence was so great that it was
reported that one person “became a confirmed glutton and was once
rescued from imminent death when his friends found him extended on
his bed, with his face black from excess”.82

Matthew in Malacca
From the evidence we currently have, Captain Matthew had
properties in both Penang and Malacca, which suggests he had two
homes. It seems that of the three daughters that Matthew had, two
of them – presumed to be Eliza 83 and Ann – had been born in
Malacca,84 suggesting that Captain Matthew could have had another
woman there. The family could have been living there with his
nephew, John.
A combination of factors can explain Matthew’s presence in Malacca.
Firstly, Malacca was en-route to China and the country traders stopped
there to trade in Straits produce, vital to the China trade.
Secondly, there is concrete evidence that his brother, Robert was
already in Malacca in the early 1800s and through his Will, we know
that Robert’s son, John, was born there. Hence, there could have been
a single Shepherdson family survived probably by Robert’s wife who
was looking after John at about the same time that Matthew was in
Penang.
A third possible reason is that presuming Matthew’s wife was a
Malaccan Portuguese Eurasian, who had sought refuge in Penang
during the Dutch persecution, it is possible that she wanted to return
to her homeland. By this time, the British had already occupied
Malacca.
The Prince of Wales Government Gazette, Penang’s first newspaper,
published shipping records of Matthew’s routine journeys to and from
Penang and Malacca between 1806 to 1807. The shipping section
usually contained the names of the ships and their dates of arrival,
where they arrived from, and often the captain’s name, as well as a
list of prominent passengers.
The period 1806 to 1807 was an eventful one in the history of
Malacca, although not positive. As indicated earlier, the British
occupation of Malacca was only temporary and Malacca was to be
returned to the Dutch after the Napoleonic wars. For the sake of
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protecting their trade interests, the British were determined that when
this happened, Malacca should be of as little value as possible, as
they were afraid it would become a rival port especially to Penang.
Prior to this, there was already much competition between the British
and Dutch in the East Indies.
Hence, the British were making plans to render it useless to the Dutch.
They were also planning to completely destroy the famous fort A
Formosa and all the public works, as well as exploring the possibility
of moving the entire population of inhabitants to Penang.85 It was
probably a tense period for the Shepherdson family in Malacca.
We know that on Saturday, 17 May 1806, Matthew was on board the
ship Dundee commanded by Captain H. Ross, which arrived in
Penang86 from “eastward”, implying that he could have either sailed
from Malacca or could have come from China, which uses the Straits
of Malacca as the sea route to India.
The same issue of the Gazette also reported that smallpox, which had
broken out earlier among the natives in Malacca, had been eradicated
and that vaccination was now available.87 It is not known whether the
Shepherdson family in Malacca was affected but it does indicate the
health hazards that they were subjected to in those days. We cannot
rule out the possibility that Robert himself, assuming he died in
Malacca, could have died of smallpox or a similar disease as he passed
on at the young age of 35.
Matthew spent close to a week in Penang, presumably to visit his
family, and sailed back to Malacca on the ship, Martha, commanded
by Captain H. King on 24 May 1806. The fact that no other passengers’
names were listed except Matthew’s implies that these ships were not
ordinary vessels carrying passengers, but were probably country trading
ships – and for the Gazette to publish his name meant that Matthew
was a reasonably prominent figure in those days.
There are no other announcements of Matthew’s arrival in Penang in
the Gazette in 1806, which strongly suggests that Matthew was not
staying in Penang and was probably residing in Malacca during this
period.
It was only a year later on 18 July 1807 that Matthew returned to
Penang. The Gazette reported that he commanded the Brig Nancy
“with a prize from Malacca”.88 This might have referred to an enemy
ship that Matthew captured or that he had obtained the “booty” of a
captured ship.89 The enemy ship would likely have been French. It
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was reported that French privateers were still infesting the eastern
waters and were a menace to trade.90
Nancy was a 400-ton European fashioned vessel built probably in
Bombay. It was a grab ship, meaning that it was used for specific
functions such as to convoy the cotton boats to Bombay. It is
documented that Nancy was one among three grab ships in the China
route – the others being the Solomon and the Dadaloy.91
Prior to this, according to Anne Bulley’s records, Matthew commanded
the ship Diamond between 1802 and 1806.
In his voyage back to Penang, Matthew had the following passengers
– Messrs. Shaw, Simpson, Dove and Garling – on board. The last
person is presumed to be Federick Garling who was the witness to
Matthew’s Will executed on 26 June 1807, three weeks before he
arrived in Penang. Based on the date on which Matthew returned to
Penang from Malacca and the date on which he executed his Will, we
can infer that Matthew had probably brought Federick Garling to
Malacca to be a witness.
Like the previous voyages, Captain Matthew left Penang after a few
days and went back to Malacca with the same vessel, Nancy, on 25
July 1807.92
It is important to point out that it was during this time, a month later
in Malacca, that the destruction of the fort A Formosa took place,
although the order for this action was made in 1805 by the EIC
headquarters’ office in London. This order was reluctantly executed on
10 August 180793 by British Resident Captain William Farquhar, a
week after Matthew had returned. The fort had been built by Alfonso
de Albuquerque, after the Portuguese conquered Malacca in 1511.
Ironically, it cost the British EIC a substantial 70,000 pounds just to
demolish the fort and with that, Malacca was deprived of a treasured
part of its history.
Commenting on the destruction of the Fort, Munshi Adbullah remarked,
“For the Fort was the pride of Malacca and after its destruction the
place lost its glory, like a woman bereaved of her husband, the lustre
gone from her face. The old order is destroyed, a new world is created
and all around us is changed.”94
It is not known how this episode affected Matthew and his family in
Malacca.
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The Malacca waterfront in 1810. In the foreground is the fort A
Formosa before its destruction.

Yet another event could have affected the
presence of Shepherdsons in Malacca. Had the
intended destruction of Malacca’s key
installations and the abandonment of the
settlement by the British proceeded as planned,
there might have been no Shepherdsons living
in Malacca from thereon, which would have
changed the course of history for the
Shepherdsons in Malaya. The bulk of the
Shepherdsons might have relocated to Penang
and Singapore after it was founded in 1819 by
Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles.95

Sir Stamford Raffles and Captain Matthew Shepherdson
Ironically, it was Sir Stamford Raffles who saved Malacca from total
destruction and stopped the entire population of 15,000 inhabitants from
being moved to Penang.
It was his timely arrival in Malacca that made this possible. Sir
Stamford Raffles had just been appointed as Secretary to the Governor
in Penang in 1807 after serving as a Licenser to the Press as well as
Malay Translator to the Government.96 The gazette records several
instances of Sir Stamford Raffles announcing government policies as
well as guidelines to country traders such as Matthew.
By coincidence, on the front page of one of the issues of the gazette,
an announcement of general orders of the government issued by Sir
Stamford Raffles was followed immediately by a notice of Captain
Matthew’s arrival in Penang.
In another coincidence, Sir Stamford Raffles arrived in Malacca in
August at about the same time that Matthew had returned from
Malacca. He had gone to Malacca to recuperate from overwork and
to recover from malaria. During his stay, which extended to October,
he wrote to the Government in Penang and pointed out that the
destruction of Malacca as a functioning port was wrong. He also
managed to convince the Council at Penang and Lord Minto in
Bengal. 97 Through Sir Stamford Raffles’ efforts, the order was
rescinded and Malacca was saved.
Sir Stamford Raffles was Secretary
to the Government, Prince of Wales
Island, in early 1800s. Did he know
Captain Matthew?

In yet a third coincidence, Sir Stamford Raffles went on to become
Clerk of the Recorder’s Court under Sir Edmond Stanley, who approved
Matthew’s Will upon his death.
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On Sunday, 29 August 1807,98 Matthew returned to Penang from
Malacca. It was to be his last voyage. Three months later, on 14
November 1807, there was an announcement in the Gazette that the
probate of Captain Matthew had been granted, implying he had died
by then. The cause of his death is unknown. However, according to
historical reports, Penang was a very unhealthy place that claimed the
lives of many European administrators. Francis Light himself died of
malaria at the age of 34. It was reported that the average number of
European residents in Penang in the first forty years of its existence
was 300; 140 of these died in 10 years and the average age of death
was 28.5, with a mortality rate of 3.5%.
The common illnesses and diseases that could result in death were
malaria, tropical ulcers, diarrhoea, dysentery, periodic outbreaks of
smallpox and cholera. These were rife as parts of George Town where

An extract of the
Prince of Wales
Island Government
Gazette where Sir
Stamford Raffles and
Captain Matthew’s
names were found.
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much of the trading activity took place were poorly drained, dirty and
overcrowded.99
To aggravate matters, medical knowledge at that time was rudimentary
and hospitals were crude and unhygienic. It is also documented that
Europeans ignored the medical knowledge and adaptive behaviour of
the indigenous people.
Matthew could have succumbed to any of these infections or diseases.
Other health risks during those days were lifestyle-related such as
excessive consumption of alcohol, sexual indulgence, emotional strain
and fatigue.100
The short time frame – three to four months – between the time
Matthew executed his Will and his death suggests that he could have
already been ill during that period and had anticipated his death.
Matthew died at the age of 38 years.
At the time of his death, Captain James Tate was in Penang. He had
arrived from the Coast of Pedier on 10 August101 as Captain of the ship
Swallow.
Matthew left his house in Malacca to his wife, and 15 Spanish dollars
per month from the rent of his house in Penang as well as the house to
his eldest daughter Jane “to support the family as required”. “Mrs. Bill”,
his mother, received the interest of 8,000 rupees for her entire life paid
by “Messrs. Porcher and Co., London from the eight per cent loan of
the Honourable East and in default of her…” to his son, Matthew
Shepherdson. Matthew also left 5,000 rupees102 to his nephew, John,
whom he had looked after upon the death of his brother, Robert. The
sum of 5,000 rupees was probably what was bequeathed to John in

An extract of Captain Matthew’s Will dated 1807.
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Robert’s Will; Matthew could have kept it on behalf of John, as the
latter was just a child when his father died. The remainder of
Matthew’s fortune was to be divided equally among his children.
The inheritance included goods and his vessels which he instructed
So. Shail Esq. to “dispose at public sale…in behalf of the
children”.103
The executors appointed by Matthew were Thomas Halyburton and
James Tate of the Swallow, as mentioned earlier.
We know that Thomas Halyburton was a British merchant and
“sometimes sheriff of Penang”. It seems that Halyburton was a
wealthy man. He had a bungalow named after him located on
Penang Hill.104 He was also the executor of more than one person’s
Will. The gazette records that he was the executor of Donald
Mackenzie’s Will on 28 June 1806.105
Evidence of the disposal of Matthew’s goods at a public auction
by a Thomas Perkin is seen in the Gazette on 5 March 1808.
Notably, of Matthew’s goods – “one half pipe of excellent Madeira
wine” – was to be auctioned. This is equivalent to close to 700 litres.

What the Spanish dollar
looked like in the 1800s.

Based on the rates of the same
type of wine sold at other
auctions, this is estimated to
have been worth at least 400
Spanish dollars.
The large cache of wine
Matthew had reflects his love
for drinking. As historian
Purcell stated, “everybody
drank and the most prominent
men in England put away vast
quantities of liquor. Fox drank
champagne, and burgundy,
Sheridan claret, port, rackpunch, negus and brandy,
Dundas and Thurlow port,
Erskine Madeira and Pitt
drank all indifferently”.106
Perhaps what was most
astonishing about the contents
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of Matthew’s Will was that it implied that he had slaves. Matthew
expressed the desire that his slaves be given their freedom.

Matthew and his Slaves
During the period that Matthew was in Penang and Malacca, European
and wealthy Asians kept domestic slaves. In fact, it seems that on the
darker side, Penang was famed for its slave trade. There were 1,200
slaves, mostly domestic helpers on the island107 during Matthew’s time.
The slaves that Matthew had could have been domestic slaves for his
household needs.
Most of these slaves were from Sumatra and various parts of the Malay
Archipelago and they worked in the houses of well to do people in
Penang and wealthy burghers (Dutch descendants) in Malacca. Many
of them were also good merchants and traders and knew how to
manufacture bricks and cultivate the land.
It seems that the wealthier a person was, the more slaves he had. One
wealthy Dutch Eurasian had as many as 120 slaves.108 It is not known
how many slaves Matthew had. Each slave cost from 40 to 60 Spanish
dollars.109
These slaves lived in with their slave masters. Slaves were also
sometimes considered as part of the family through concubinage. There
is evidence that there were slaves who became the wives of their slave
masters. The children from the relationships between the masters and
the slaves were adopted into the family. We cannot rule out the possibility
that one of Captain Matthew’s wives could have been a slave.
Slavery was finally abolished in Penang in 1808, a year after Captain
Matthew’s death.
Captain Matthew left behind his family consisting of four children in
both Penang and Malacca. Together with Captain Robert’s son in
Malacca, the Shepherdson family continued to expand its presence in
the 1800s.
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